In recent energy loss measurements, band structure effects in electronic stopping have been observed for materials with finite excitation thresholds, for example, noble metals such as Cu and Au. To further investigate the influence of the position of the d band relative to the Fermi edge, electronic stopping of hydrogen and helium ions in Ag and Pt was determined. For Ag, the electronic stopping power exhibits a velocity dependence similar to Cu and Au. No particular effect due to the comparatively large d-band offset in Ag is found. In the case of Pt, the electronic stopping power is virtually velocity proportional for H + ions and exhibits a distinct velocity dependence for He + ions. For hydrogen the results are compatible with modeling the conduction band as a free electron gas with an energy-dependent effective number of electrons. For He + , however, the observed effects point towards an additional energy loss mechanism, e.g., by charge-exchange processes.
I. INTRODUCTION
When an ion traverses matter it loses kinetic energy along its path, according to the stopping power S = dE/dx. These energy losses can be attributed to two different channels: elastic collisions with target nuclei and inelastic losses due to electronic excitations, the former being known as nuclear stopping power S n , while the latter refers to the electronic stopping power S e . To get rid of the trivial dependence of S e on the number density n, the electronic stopping cross section ε is introduced which is defined as follows:
Since the early days of ion physics, a substantial amount of work has been devoted to the investigation of electronic stopping, both on a theoretical and experimental basis. Special emphasis was put on energy loss of light ions such as hydrogen or helium, as they present ideal model systems to study the underlying physical concepts. While for the electronic stopping power of light ions at medium to high energies the mechanisms are very well understood [1, 2] , the physical situation at low ion velocities-i.e., at ion velocities v that are small compared to the Fermi velocity v F -is still a matter of discussion. This regime is interesting insofar as the projectiles can only excite weakly bound electrons in the valence and conduction band of the target system. When the valence or conduction electrons are modeled as a free electron gas (FEG), the stopping power is known to exhibit velocity proportionality [3] [4] [5] :
The proportionality factor Q, also denoted as friction coefficient, is a function of the atomic number of the projectile Z 1 , * dominik.goebl@jku.at
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and the density parameter of the electron gas r s = (3/4πn) 1/3 . At velocities v < v F , velocity proportional stopping has indeed been observed for numerous target projectile combinations [6, 7] .
In systems with finite excitation thresholds such as noble metals or insulators, recent investigations have shown that the stopping power for slow light ions exhibits a pronounced deviation from velocity proportionality [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . The present study is concerned with a detailed investigation of the influence of d electrons on electronic stopping. To this end, two different materials with distinct properties in the d-band configuration are chosen: Ag and Pt [13] . For Ag, the d band has a width of ∼4 eV and extends up to ∼4 eV below E F . On the other hand, Pt exhibits a ∼8 eV wide d band which represents the dominant contribution to the electronic density of states at the Fermi energy.
In the present experiment, the stopping power is determined for atomic and molecular hydrogen and deuterium ions as well as for He + projectiles. For hydrogen one would not expect contributions to the stopping power due to projectile excitations-in contrast to He, where it was shown recently that charge-exchange processes can contribute substantially to the electronic stopping power [14] .
II. EXPERIMENT AND EVALUATION
Experiments were performed in the time-of-flight lowenergy ion scattering (TOF-LEIS) setup ACOLISSA [15] . As samples, evaporated films in the case of Ag and Au and a high purity (4N) sheet metal in the case of Pt were used. All samples were sputter-cleaned prior to measurement and surface cleanness was checked by Auger electron spectroscopy.
Electronic stopping powers of Ag and Pt were determined relative to a reference sample (Au). The evaluation of the experiments was based on the fact that-within the single scattering model-for a given sample the spectrum height is inversely proportional to its stopping power. Contrary to previously used methods, which deduce the stopping power from a direct comparison of the experimental spectrum heights [12] , we make use of Monte Carlo simulations to account for multiple scattering and nuclear stopping contributions [16] . The detailed evaluation procedure is described in the following for the case of Ag. Spectra were recorded for a material with known stopping power (Au) and for the material under investigation (Ag). From the experimental spectra the ratio of the heights H expt Au /H expt Ag was determined. In addition, TRIM for Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (TRBS) [17] simulations employing a Thomas-Fermi-Molière (TFM) potential [18] with a modified Firsov [19] screening length according to O'Connor and Biersack [20] were performed. TRBS allows for correction of its incorporated electronic stopping power values via a correction factor c e . In the simulations the stopping power for Au was adapted to fit the experimental values [12] and the stopping power for Ag was initially left unchanged. From the resulting spectra a second height ratio, H
TRBS Au

/H
TRBS Ag , was deduced. From these ratios, the electronic stopping power for Ag was then calculated using
This evaluation was applied for a certain energy interval slightly below the high energy edge (k Ag E 0 , with the kinematic factor k) of the silver spectrum. With the resulting ε expt Ag , TRBS simulations were repeated and their results were evaluated again using Eq. (3). This procedure was iterated until convergence in ε We consider this method to be accurate within ∼5%-15% standard deviation for each obtained value, depending on ion velocity. In the following we summarize a number of factors, which should be considered in the evaluation, and their possible influence on the results:
(a) Beam current stability: In the evaluation the ion current is assumed to be constant. Thus, it is essential to ensure a stable primary beam current during the measurements. To this end, the measurement at a certain incident energy is split into three parts: measurement of sample 1 with acquisition time T /2, measurement of sample 2 with acquisition time T , and a second measurement of sample 1 with acquisition time T /2. From comparison of the first and last spectra, one can easily identify instabilities of the primary beam current. Since in our TOF experiment the beam currents are too small to be measured precisely (∼1-10 pA), the multichannel analyzer (MCA) signal was recorded in list mode and converted to a counts-per-second format. From this, one always could see whether the current was sufficiently stable to make an evaluation meaningful; in some cases it permitted us to correct for changes in the beam current. Small fluctuations of the beam current are expected to contribute to the statistical uncertainty of the results.
(b) Sample cleanness: surface contaminations such as a monolayer of water or carbon would shift spectra by ∼20 eV at v = 0.6 a.u. to the energy window and thus the effect on the resulting stopping cross section should be negligible. For low energies, however, this shift is comparable to the width of the evaluation interval. Nevertheless, even when one considers shifts of this magnitude in the evaluation (by shifting both or just one of the experimental spectra), influences on the final ε values are typically <10%. Consequently, surface contaminations may represent a possible source of a systematic error in the order <±10%.
(c) Evaluation: To minimize the influence of multiple scattering or nuclear stopping-especially at low energiesthe evaluation interval should start just below kE 0 and the width should be limited, in order to facilitate convergence. In this study, the interval was selected such that its width was smaller than 10% of the primary beam energy. Note that especially at lower energies it becomes delicate to fix the position of the evaluation interval. We consider this fact together with beam current instabilities to be the main reason for the higher statistical uncertainty at the lowest velocities. Of course the uncertainty in the stopping power of the reference material also leads to a corresponding systematic uncertainty of the resulting stopping power.
To confirm the results obtained in relative measurements, spectra were recorded for thin evaporated Ag and Pt films. In the case of Ag a thickness of 21.1 ± 1.1 nm was determined by Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS) measurements with 500 keV protons relative to a Au sample of known thickness. The deduced thickness was confirmed by 2 MeV He + RBS measurements at Uppsala University. The Pt sample with a thickness of 16.4 nm was provided by Daniel Primetzhofer, Uppsala University. From the widths of these spectra it is possible to deduce the stopping power by a direct comparison to TRBS simulations (see Fig. 2 ). As already mentioned, TRBS allows for a correction of its incorporated stopping power by a single correction factor. If the stopping power used in TRBS is not proportional to the experimental stopping power, a systematic error is introduced in the evaluated stopping power, especially when a wide velocity range is probed. To minimize this error, the stopping power is evaluated at a mean energy E = (E 0 + E min )/2, where E min corresponds to the low-energy edge of the thin film spectrum.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The electronic stopping cross section of hydrogen in Ag is depicted in Fig. 3. Figures 3(a) by circles. Both types of ions lead to concordant results, and no difference between data from atomic and molecular ions is observed. This indicates negligible influence of vicinage or isotope effects. There is excellent agreement between data obtained in relative and absolute measurements. Since absolute and relative measurements make use of completely different types of information, they may be influenced by completely different systematic errors. Therefore, the high level of agreement between the results from these two types of measurements gives very much confidence in the results and systematic errors are certainly below the statistical uncertainties. A chi-squared test of the experimental data to the depicted linear fits (continuous lines) reveals a mean statistical uncertainty of 14% for velocities <0.2 a.u. and a mean error of 10% for v > 0.2 a.u.
The stopping power of Ag for H exhibits the behavior well known from the other noble metals, Cu and Au [9, 11, 12] : At low velocities, i.e., v < ∼0.2 a.u., stopping is mostly due to the interaction of the projectile with the 5s electrons 062903-3 and the stopping cross section is proportional to velocity. At v ≈ 0.2 a.u. a pronounced deviation from velocity proportionality is observed due to increasing contributions from d electrons to the stopping power. Additionally, friction coefficients calculated by density functional theory (DFT) [5] for r s values of 3.02 and 1.52 are included in Fig. 3  (dash-dotted lines) . The r s value of 3.02 corresponds to a FEG that mimics a single Ag 5s electron, while r s = 1.52 is deduced from experimentally obtained plasmon energies [21] and corresponds to the interaction of the ion with all conduction electrons. For low velocities (<0.2 a.u.), the experimental values are slightly below the theoretical predictions while for higher energies experimental values nicely approach the theoretical value.
When the presented data are compared to the data obtained by Cantero et al. [11] one can see a striking difference in the absolute values. Although the kink velocity is reproduced very well, the data from Ref. [11] are higher than our data at low projectile velocities, by up to a factor of 2.5. This large discrepancy decreases at higher velocities: At a velocity of 0.6 a.u. the difference is only 20%. The robustness of our evaluation method together with the fact that we obtain concordant results for two different evaluation methods (absolute and relative) give confidence in our results. One obvious difference to our experiment is that in Ref. [11] the data were obtained in transmission geometry. In order to find the source for the observed differences a thorough investigation will be required. The optimum would be to use one set of samples which is analyzed in both setups.
The electronic stopping cross section for He + ions in Ag is shown in Fig. 4 . The results are presented in the same fashion as for H in Fig. 3 . Measurements were performed relative to a Au sample (open squares) as well as for a thin Ag film (full squares). Relative and absolute measurements are in good agreement within the given statistical uncertainty of ∼10%. When He is used as a projectile, complications may arise due to the difference in kinematic factors k Ag = 0.886 and k Au = 0.936. The experimental and simulated ratios are compared for energies below k Ag E 0 , which neglects the Au spectrum in the interval [k Ag E 0 , k Au E 0 ]. Considering the evaluation procedure, this fact should not have a significant influence on the result as long as the stopping cross section exhibits velocity proportionality. However, to test the robustness of the method a modified evaluation procedure was performed: Before the ratios are calculated, the simulated and experimentally obtained Ag spectra were shifted in energy until the high energy edges coincided with those of Au. Apart from statistical variations <10%, the resulting values for ε did not show any deviation from the values obtained with the standard method.
In the experimental data, one can see a clear change in the velocity dependence at an ion velocity of ∼0.185 a.u. Fits of the data in the different regimes (straight lines) are given to guide the eye of the reader. Figure 4 also contains r s dependent friction coefficients calculated by DFT [5] as in Fig. 3 . Theoretical predictions underestimate (r s = 3.02) or overestimate (r s = 1.52) the experimental data in the same way as was observed for Au [12] and may be related to projectile excitation [22] . Figure 5 combines the present results for Ag and stopping data for Au and Cu [12] , to obtain a complete picture For the different projectiles, the following observations can be made: H + , He + . In the low energy region (v < 0.2 a.u.), all noble metals exhibit velocity proportional electronic stopping cross sections. H + . The stopping power of Ag is lower compared to Au, by 15%, in qualitative agreement with a prediction based on more general arguments [23] . Deviation from velocity proportionality starts at ∼0.175 a.u. for Cu, ∼0.19 a.u. for Au, and ∼0.20 a.u. for Ag. The overall agreement with theory is good, with discrepancies up to ∼50%. He + . Deviation from velocity proportionality starts at ∼0.19 a.u. for Cu, Ag, and Au. Experimental data exceed theoretical predictions by theory for all three materials by up to ∼120%. Special attention should be directed towards the observed kink velocities v k , i.e., the velocity where one can observe a deviation from velocity proportionality. One possible interpretation is that v k is proportional to the excitation threshold of the system [12] . In the case of the noble metals the excitation threshold is given by the d-band offset in the system (Au = 2 eV, Cu = 2 eV, Ag = 4 eV) [13, 24] . Thus, one would expect that Ag exhibits a significantly higher v k than Au or Cu. This expectation is-at least on a qualitative basis-partly fulfilled for H + ions. For He + ions, in contrast, the kink velocities of Cu, Ag, and Au virtually coincide. However, one should bear in mind that the determined kink velocities are only a qualitative quantity. In a more realistic description, Zeb and co-workers have shown that excitation of d electrons starts already at rather low projectile velocities, and strongly increases with velocity [25] .
Compared to Ag, the electronic stopping power of Pt for hydrogen shows a qualitatively different picture as can be seen in Fig. 6(a) . Here, the stopping power of H (squares) and D (circles), obtained in relative measurements (open symbols) and absolute measurements (full symbols) is shown. Similar to Ag, different isotopes as well as molecular ions exhibit consistent stopping power data within statistical uncertainty. Experimental data show almost no deviation from velocity proportional stopping over the covered velocity range, and also agree very well with previously measured data in the energy range between 30 and 300 keV [22] . However, the corresponding friction coefficient data, ε/v, [see Fig. 6(b) ] exhibit a minor increase when going from lower to higher velocities. Similar to the noble metals, the average friction coefficient is lower for v < ∼ 0.2 a.u. as compared to that at velocities >0.2 a.u. by about 20%. This behavior may be based on different excitation efficiencies for d and s electrons [25] . One should, however, keep in mind that the magnitude of this effect is of the order of one standard deviation per data point. For linear fits to the two regions below and above v = 0.2 a.u., chi-squared tests revealed statistical uncertainties of 8.5% and 3.5% in the lower and upper velocity regimes, respectively. The experimental data are compared to predictions by DFT calculations for a FEG, with r s = 1.63 (deduced from experimental plasmon energies [21] ). The DFT results are in perfect agreement with our data.
The stopping power data for He + in Pt is presented in Fig. 7(a) ; the corresponding friction coefficients as a function of ion velocity are shown in Fig. 7(b) . Data were acquired relative to Au (open symbols) and in absolute measurements using thin Pt films (full symbols). Theoretically predicted friction coefficients according to DFT calculations [5] are presented by dash-dotted lines; the same r s value as in Fig. 6 is employed. Absolute and relative measurements are in excellent agreement and also agree very well to previously measured data around the stopping maximum [22] . Also for He + and Pt, the experimental data exhibit a change in the velocity dependence at an ion velocity of ∼0.2 a.u. The low-velocity data are well described by a linear fit pointing to a positive offset on the y axis. Such a velocity dependence at very low velocities has never been observed before. On the basis that ε has to vanish at v = 0, the deviation from velocity proportionality at low velocities may be a result of charge-exchange processes between Pt and He + , with the efficiency of these processes having a nonlinear energy dependence. To support this interpretation, electrostatic analyzer (ESA)-LEIS measurements for He + scattered from a polycrystalline Pt surface were performed. The deduced ion fraction P + , as a function of the inverse perpendicular velocity v ⊥ , is shown Fig. 8 together with P + for He and Ag [26] . As one can see from Fig. 8 [26] . Straight lines correspond to singleexponential fits of the data. The apparent threshold energy for resonant processes in a close collision is indicated for both materials. Note that the given velocity values (top x axis) are only valid for Pt (the relation between 1/v ⊥ and velocity depends on the k factor of the target material [27] ).
single exponential, exp(-v c /v ⊥ ), for sufficiently low primary energies, E 0 < E th , with E th the threshold energy for resonant charge-exchange processes in a close collision (neutralization and re-ionization) [27] . This behavior indicates that in this regime, neutralization is exclusively due to Auger neutralization (AN). The characteristic velocity v c is significantly higher for Pt (220.000 m/s) than for Ag (140.000 m/s); this can be understood as a band structure effect in Auger neutralization [28] . For Pt, E th is considerably lower than for Ag, i.e., 700 eV for Pt, compared to 1200 eV for Ag. As has been observed for other materials, also in the present case resonant neutralization in a close collision is more effective than re-ionization in the vicinity of E th [29] ; this conclusion is based on the observation that at E 0 > E th , P + is lower than expected from pure AN. The fact that for Pt, P + increases at primary energies E 0 > 1 keV points to an increased relative importance of re-ionization. In contrast, previous measurements of P + for He + scattered from Ag(110) do not show a significant increase of P + in the corresponding energy range [30] . Since re-ionization in combination with AN has to be considered a possible energy loss mechanism [14] , one might expect charge-exchange processes to contribute at lower energies for He-Pt than for He-Ag. Furthermore, also at energies around the stopping maximum, charge-exchange has been proposed as a mechanism to explain deviations from velocity proportionality in the He/Pt system [22] .
IV. CONCLUSION
We have presented experimentally obtained electronic stopping cross section data of Ag and Pt for slow hydrogen, deuterium, and helium ions. Ag exhibits a similar behavior as Au and Cu: velocity proportional stopping at low projectile velocities followed by a pronounced deviation at ∼0.2 a.u.
The experimental data confirm that there is no simple linear relationship between excitation threshold and kink velocity.
In the case of H + in Pt, we have found only little deviation from velocity proportional stopping. These results once more confirm that H ions are ideal probes when one looks for band structure effects in electronic stopping, since for H ions projectile excitations do not contribute noticeably to the inelastic losses. In principle, this allows one to model the electronic stopping power of materials with complex band structures based on a FEG with an energy-dependent effective number of electrons. However, in the case of d electrons one has to keep in mind that contrary to pure FEG metals such as Al, the d electrons may influence the results also for very small velocities due to screening effects [25] . The stopping power for He + in Pt exhibits a more complex behavior. The present data may point towards a process which increases energy loss at velocities <0.1 a.u.
Additionally, we presented an evaluation method to obtain stopping power data for a certain material based on the comparison of experimental and simulated spectra to a reference material. Results obtained by this method showed excellent agreement to results obtained by backscattering from a thin film, and thus, confirmed this method as a valid evaluation technique.
